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TEXT 1 - A FEAST FOR THE SENSES 

 

To think of Cirque du Soleil in the same _______(1) as you would an ordinary circus is a mistake 

because it's as unlike _______(2) ordinary circus as you have ever seen. 

Cirque du Soleil started in 1984 in the small rural town _______(3) Baie-Saint-Paul in Quebec, 

Canada, but the idea had begun to form two years _______(4) when a group of young street 

performers were entertaining the crowd of tourists, walking _______(5) stilts, juggling and eating 

fire. 

 

They were known as the Club des Talons Hauts and were so popular that they thought _______(6) 

the idea of organising an entertainers festival, the Fete Foraine de Baie- Saint-Paul the first show 

that was to became Cirque du Soleil. 

From this modest beginning, Cirque du Soleil now has nine shows continually in performance, five 

of them touring worldwide. Then 500 artists represent 40 different nationalities and they speak  

_______(7) than 25 languages. There are performers from almost every part of circus and theatrical 

life, except for animal acts, which are _______(8) forbidden. 

Saltimbanco is the Cirque du Soleil´s _______(9) travelling show and has been seen by over seven 

million people. It has a cast of 50 artists, age _______(10) seven to 50 years old, from 15 different 

countries.  
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TEXT 2 – REVIEW OF BREAKING BAD 

 

There is no question that a few series have come out that have been able to revolutionize the way 

in which TV is perceived ________ (1) the audiences. It seems like this last decade has been a 

clear win for TV in general because some of the best plots and dramatic twists have occurred 

________ (2) the small screen ________ (3) the big screen. One of those amazing TV shows has 

been AMC’s hit drama Breaking Bad. 

 

The show was released back ________ (4) January 2008 and it told the story of Walter White, 

________ (5) is an underpaid and unaccomplished chemistry teacher that is diagnosed with cancer. 

He finds himself with the dilemma of thinking ________ (6) what he needs to ________ (7) in order 

to provide his family with enough money before he dies. This gives him the idea of becoming a 

methamphetamine cook in order to make ________ (8) of money and leave his family with the 

financial support they needed. 

 

 

He gets to know this kid who he ________ (9) teach in high school. Jesse Pinkman is the ultimate 

loser that sells drugs in the streets and spends the money he ________ (10) in prostitutes and 

drugs to get high on, but he has the connecting that Walter needs in order to start selling the drugs. 

The show will ________ (11) you to get to know both characters very well and their twisted 

relationship is almost that of a dysfunctional father and son. 

  

Without spoiling it for those who have ________ (12) to see it. You will go through a rollercoaster of 

emotions in which you will love and hate Walter and Jesse. There will be ________ (13) peculiar 

characters that will get in their way, but if there is one thing this show will never do is make you feel 

bored or uninterested, with a couple of exceptions in the 4th season. ________ (14) from that this is 

probably the best drama TV show that has ________ (15) been made. 
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TEXT 3 – THERESA MAY 

 

Theresa May declares war on Brussels, urging: 'Let me fight for Britain'  

 

Theresa May has launched an extraordinary attack ______ (1) Brussels, accusing European Union 

______ (2) and officials of seeking to disrupt the general election and willing Brexit to fail in a 

combative address delivered from Downing Street. 

 

Speaking after ______ (3) from Buckingham Palace to inform the Queen that parliament had been 

dissolved ______ (4) the 8 June ______ (5), May delivered an unexpectedly antagonistic speech 

outside No 10, urging voters to “give me your backing to fight for Britain”. 

 

She took ______ (6)  at threats and leaks from Brussels days after a German newspaper had 

reported about the supposedly strained atmosphere ______ (7)  a Downing Street dinner last 

Wednesday with European commission president Jean-Claude Juncker.  

 

“______ (8) few days, we have seen just how tough these talks are likely to be,” she said, rejecting 

the idea that her guests had found her ill-prepared and unrealistic. “Britain’s negotiating position 

in Europe has been misrepresented in the continental press. 

“The European commission’s negotiating stance ______ (9). Threats against Britain have been 

issued by European politicians and officials. All of these acts have been deliberately timed to affect 

the result of the general election which ______ (10)  place on 8 June.” 
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TEXT 4 – WHY AN AMERICAN WENT TO CUBA FOR CANCER CA RE 
 

Cuba has faced more than 50 years of US sanctions. Now, for the first time, a unique drug 

developed on the communist island is being tested in New York state. But  _______(1) American 

cancer patients are already taking it - by defying the embargo and flying to Havana for treatment. 

 

Judy Ingels and her family are in Cuba _______(2) just six days. They have time to go sightseeing 

and try out the local cuisine. Judy, a keen photographer, enjoys capturing the colonial architecture 

of Old Havana. And _______(3) she is in the country, Ingels, 74, will have her first injections of 

Cimavax, a drug shown in Cuban trials to extend the lives of lung cancer patients by months, and 

sometimes years.  
 

By _______(4) to Havana from her home in California, she is breaking the law. The US embargo 

against Cuba has been in place for more than five decades, and though relations thawed under 

President Obama, seeking medical treatment in Cuba is still not _______(5) for US citizens. "I'm not 

worried," Ingels says. "For the first time I have real hope." She has stage four lung cancer and  

_______(6) diagnosed in December 2015. "My oncologist in the United States says I'm his best 

patient, but I have this deadly disease."  

 

He does not know she is in Cuba. When she asked him about Cimavax, he had not heard of it. "But 

we've _______(7) a lot of research - I've read good things," Ingels says. Since January, Cimavax 

has _______(8) tested on patients in Buffalo, New York state, but it isn't yet available in the US. 

Ingels, her husband Bill and daughter Cindy are staying at the La Pradera International Health 

Centre, west of Havana. It treats mostly foreign, paying patients like Ingels, and with its pool 

complex, palm trees and open walkways, La Pradera feels _______(8) like a tropical hotel than a 

hospital. 
 

This trip from their home in California, together with a supply of Cimavax to take back to the US, will 

cost the Ingels family more than $15,000 (£12,000). Cimavax fights cancer by stimulating an 

immune response against a protein in the blood that triggers the growth of lung cancer. 

_______(10) an induction period, patients receive a monthly dose by injection. It's a product of 

Cuba's biotechnology industry, nurtured by former President Fidel Castro since the early 1980s. 
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TEXT 5 – NEW YEAR RESOLUTIONS 

 

THOSE NEW YEAR´S RESOLUTIONS…EASY TO MAKE, BUT HARD TO KEEP 

 

Do you make New Year´s Resolutions? Well, The New Year´s almost here, so it´s time to decide 

how we can improve our lives. The number one resolution is losing weight, but how can we do it? 

Let´s 1) ____ the obvious and painful option of dieting; instead we´ll listen to overweight US 

comedian Jay Leno. He says: “Our target is to be average, right? So, there are more overweight 

people in America 2) ____ medium-weight people. That means overweight people are now average, 

so they 3) ____ be of average weight…I 4) ____ feel thin!”. The US government is, 5) ____, 

seriously worried about its citizens weight. Its internet guidelines suggest: “Pay attention to serving 

sizes. Often what we consider one serving is really two or more!”. Are they suggesting we should 

eat less?. 

 

Next we have 6) ____ fit-that should be simple. The easy solution is to sign 7) ____ at a gym, pay a 

year´s subscription and forget all about it. Gym clubs in America have some `exciting´ new 

alternatives to get people actually inside their clubs. Girls 8) ____ like a session of Stiletto Strength: 

that´s 30 minutes of stretching, then put 9) ____those frightening stiletto heels and start high 

stepping. If that sounds too dangerous, then try Karaoke Spinning. That´s people on indoor cycles 

pedalling as fast 10) ___they can, while singing songs 11) ____the top of their voices. An 

exhilarating experience, apparently.  

 

The third favourite resolution is 12) ___money. The best answer? Buy something really expensive- 

like a house or a car- then you´re obliged to pay the monthly instalments. That´s saving, isn´t it? 

Resolutions are usually broken in the first week. You should 13) ____easy targets, of course; don´t 

tell anyone about your resolution and never ever record your progress. Finally, 14) ____ you can´t 

resist just one more cigarette, or that wonderful box of chocolates…just give up. Don´t think of it as 

a momentary lapse, it´s the perfect excuse to return 15) ____those wonderful old habits.  
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TEXT 6 – LARRY LOOP 

 
This is a picture of Larry Loop of the Daily Bugle newspaper. He travelled ______(1) different towns, 
and readers of the Daily Bugle tried to ______(2) him. There was never a picture of ______(3) but 
he always carried a Daily Bugle newspaper. 
 
When readers guessed ______(4) he was, they said: “You are Larry Loop and I want my £5 
______(5)”. Several newspapers did this in the summer during the 1950s. 
This picture was taken in Crytchmoor Park ______(6) the 8th August, 1956, at eleven o’clock 
______(7) the morning. It ______(8) taken just a ______(9) minutes before the terrible accident 
______(10) Crytch Cove. 
 

AT HIM OF WAS 
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TEXT 7 - WORKING ______ (1) HOME 

 

Robin Gagliardi, 30, is an administrative assistant for the Westchester Country, New York, clerk’s 

office. After her daugther, Kristina, was born four years ago, Gabliardi asked her supervisor if she 

______ (2) work part time. The supervisor suggested she remain ______ (3) time, working ______ 

(4) days a week from home – an arrangement that had never been tried before ______ (5) the 

country. 

It paid ______ (6): the number of records that she processed rose from 60 a day to 100. Since the 

arrangement was so ______ (7), Gagliardi began working full time from home. 

John Williams was forced to take early retirement at the corporation where he ______ (8) worked for 

31 years. He thought that looking for a new job would be too difficult for a 58-year-old. ______ (9), 

he decided to follow his entrepreneurial instincts. 

Williams was an expert at home repairs, and over the years he had received ______ (10) calls from 

divorced or widowed women asking for help with leaky faucets or defective doors. 
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TEXT 8 – STRANGE THINGS HAPPEN WHEN YOU TRAVEL…  

 

The Johnson family expected to see some whales when they chartered a boat to sail around the 

Australian coast. But they didn´t expect a 30-foot humpback whale to leap out of the ocean onto 

their boat. ________ (1) , no one was seriously hurt, not even the whale. 

If you think that´s unbelievable, how about the story of Roger Lausier? Aged four, he had wandered 

away from his mother on Salem beach, Massachusetts and was saved from drowning   ________  

(2) a woman called Alice Blaise.  Nine years later, the thirteen-year-old Roger was on the same 

beach when he saw a man fall overboard. Roger saved his life. The man turned  ________ (3) to be 

Alice Blaise´s husband. 

_______ (4) of the most incredible travel stories, it seems,   ________ (5) about a pet. In August 

1923 the Brazier  family holidaying in Indiana, lost their dog, Bobbie, and had to return home to 

Oregon, 3.000 miles away, without him. Unbelievably, Bobbie  travelled across ici rivers, climbed 

the Rocky Mountains and, six months later, arrived back home in Oregon. 

Or more recently, Charlie, a cat   ________ (6) decided to take a nap inside the engine of his 

neighbour´s car and ended   ________ (7) being driven 160 miles away. Luckily for him, he was 

completely unhurt. 

What about the things people lose  and find when they are travelling? Rings are top of the list. In 

Hawaii, Ken Da Vico, who is a professional diver, claims to find about fifteen  wedding rings a year 

in the sea. He returns many of them to their owners. Even if a fish eats the ring, there is ________ 

(8) hope. There are  ________ (9) cases of rings  ________ (10)  found years later inside the 

stomachs of sharks, mussels and other kind of fish. Less common is when the loser finds the lost 

ring, as happened when Karen Goode went to a beach in Wales and found a ring she had lost there 

ten years before. 
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TEXT 9 – THE FLIGHT 
 

Serena and Juan walk through the terminal _______ (1) Logan airport in Boston without _______ 

(2) a word to each other. Juan has checked in his suitcases and has one carry _______ (3) with 

him. He is getting ready to board a flight  _______ (4)  California for a short term project he is 

working on. 

 

"Well, I guess this is _______ (5) we say goodbye" _______ (6) Serena with a sigh. "Have a good 

flight." "Thanks", replies Juan _______ (7). He gives her a hug. "Really, I don't know _______ (8) I 

would do without you. Thanks for _______ (9) to the airport with me. You know how  _______ (10)  

I get before a flight." 

 

COMING NERVOUSLY SAY THAT WHAT 
IN ON SAYING THE WHERE 
NERVOUS QUIETLY SAYS TO WHICH 
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TEXT 10 – DETECTIVE STORY 
 

My name is Kinsey Millhone. I´m ______(1) private detective. I´m 32 years old, female, and I live 

and work _______(2)  Santa Teresa, in southern California. I live alone in a small apartment. I´ve 

________(3)  married twice, but I divorced my second husband some years ________(4). Before I 

became a private investigator. I worked in the police department. 
 

I love my work. And after 5 years in this job, I´m ________(5)  experienced than I used to be. But 

when a new client sits in the chair across the desk from me, I ______(6)  never guess what´s 

_______(7)  to happen next. 
 

A _______(8)  days ago, I got shot – but I must tell the story from the beginning. It starts on a fine 

morning, early in June. I was in my office on State Street. It was ______(9)  before 9 o´clock. There 

________(10)  a knock at the door and a woman came in. 
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TEXT 11 – NAZI MEMORIAL 

 

Nazi Memorial Removed from Madrid Cemetery on Guern ica Anniversary 

Dismantling of mausoleum timed for 80th anniversary of bombing of town in Spain’s north. 

 

At the request of the German Embassy in Madrid, Madrid City Hall _______(1) removed an 

inscription in the city’s largest cemetery commemorating German aviators who supported coup 

leader General Francisco Franco during the Spanish Civil War. 

 

The decision, taken _______(2) Wednesday, comes during a week-long series of events to mark 

the 80th anniversary of the bombing of the Basque city of Guernica, in _______(3) Nazy Germany’s 

Luftwaffe, or air force, played a key role. 

 

Until just a few days _______(4), a piece of the façade of a mausoleum in Madrid’s Almudena 

cemetery – one _______(5) the largest in Europe – honoring the Condor legion, made up of air 

force and army units, remained in place. Seven pilots are buried there. 

 

The façade has now _______(6) removed, leaving only the names of the pilots and their graves. 

Written _______(7) Spanish and German, the inscription read: “Here rest German pilots who fell in 

the fight for a free Spain. German aviators _______(8) died for God and for Spain. Present!” The 

Condor Legion developed methods of terror bombing later used in World War II. As _______(9) as 

Guernica, German planes bombed Bilbao and took part in other operations in Spain, including the 

battle for Madrid. 

 

The German embassy had expressly requested the removal of the inscription, although Madrid City 

Hall has recently begun taking down the last remaining street signs and other vestiges of the Franco 

regime, which ended _______(10) 1975. 
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TEXT 12 - PHOTOGRAPHERS 

 

In north-eastern Finland, bears emerge ________(1) hibernation around April and remain active 

________(2) late October. Bears are highly omnivorous species, which feed opportunistically. Their 

diet consists of food items ________(3) berries, plant material, nuts, insects, carrion and small 

mammals. Female bears become sexually mature between 4-8 years of age, with the ________(4) 

most common litter sizes producing between 1-3 cubs.  

 

Kyle Moore is a multi-award-winning wildlife photographer based on the Suffolk coast, UK. 

________(5) grownup on the Norfolk/Suffolk border with a wealth of wildlife on his doorstep there is 

no surprise that Kyle’s passion for wildlife ________(6) ignited from a young age. Kyle has a 

particular fascination ________(7) the large apex predators of the world, and has ________(8) 

worked extensively European bear. 

 

Harry Read is a wildlife photographer based in Suffolk, with a zoology ________(9) degree from 

Swansea University. He is ________(10) aspiring naturalist and conservationist with a particular 

interest in the UK’s diversity of birds.  
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TEXT 13 – LAWYERS 
 

There are hundreds of thousands of lawyers in America. And, every year, hundreds of American law schools 
produce thousands of new ones. Some of America’s most famous personalities _________(1) Bill Clinton and 
Richard Nixon have been lawyers. However, lawyers are also some of the most detested people in the 
country. Let’s take a look at America’s love/hate relationship with lawyers.  
 
Getting Divorced? 
These days, it seems that you can’t do anything without a lawyer. Renting a house? Talk to a real estate 
agent. The IRS wants to speak with you about your company’s taxes? Get yourself a tax lawyer. Getting 
divorced? Hire the most ruthless lawyer you can find. And the list goes on. 
 
Yellow Pages 
In America, if someone gets you angry, you don’t sit down with the person to discuss it, you call a lawyer and 
sue them. People sue for all sorts of reasons, including trivial matters such as suing a neighbor for running 
over your cat, and more serious matters _________(2) job discrimination. A lawsuit works in the following 
manner: the plaintiff (the one who sues) becomes furious with someone and hires a lawyer to sue the other 
person in court. The defendant (the person being sued) opens the Yellow Pages, finds a lawyer with a nice 
advertisement and prepares his defence against the charges.  
 
Donuts & Coffee 
When the trial begins, the two lawyers argue their cases in front of a judge and jury. They use all of their skills 
of persuasion to convince the jury that their client _________(3) win. Once all the evidence has been 
presented, the jury goes to a small room, eats donuts, drinks coffee, talks about the baseball game from the 
night before and the decides who _________(4) to win the case. In an ideal world, the side with the strongest 
case should _________(5). Unfortunately, this is not always how it works out and it is often the side that can 
afford the more expensive lawyer that wins the trial – capitalism at its best! 
 
Lawyers Behaving Badly 
The most hated lawyers are ambulance chasers. Imagine this scene. You are riding your bicycle down a quiet 
street, singing your favourite song, watching the birds fly across the sky and then… whack!, you’re hit by a 
huge Cadillac driven by an 85-year-old retired dentist with bad eyesight. You lie on the ground, barely 
conscious, wondering whether you will live or die. Finally, the police and two medics arrive and place your 
body on a stretcher and _________(6) you to the ambulance. 
 
A Million Dollars 
Suddenly, a middle-aged man, wearing a cheap suit and even cheaper cologne appears _________(7) you 
and gives you a business card. “My name is Lawrence Scheister. If you want to sue the guy who did this to 
you, just give me a call!” As you’re loaded _________(8) the ambulance and the doors are closed, the lawyer 
presses his fat face against the window and says, “I can _________(9) you a million dollars out of your 
injuries, just give me a call!” While the ambulance speeds away, you see the lawyer running behind yelling, 
“It’s the opportunity of a lifetime, just give me a call!” In fact, if you ever happen to be at he scene of an 
accident in America, don’t be surprised if you see some “ambulance chasers” appear _________(10) the 
shadows handing out business cards to the victims. 
 

ABOVE  FROM INTO MUST SUCH AS 
AS GET LIKE OUGHT TAKE 
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TEXT 14 – MOVING TO A NEW COUNTRY 

 

Moving to a new country is tough, especially when you are 17. There ______(1) so many new 

things to learn and get used to! I’m Ricardo and I moved to Los Angeles form Juarez, Mexico, a 

year ago. I live with my Aunt and her family. They are very nice to me but I miss my parents and 

sister back home. They say that Juarez is one of the most dangerous cities in the world. I don’t think 

it is as bad at all. I think bad things happen everywhere, but most people there are very nice. Plus, 

the food is delicious. Sometimes I wish I could go back. 

 

Adjusting to life in the United States is hard. I am ______(2) my last year of High School and it 

hasn’t been easy. The language is the ______(3) part. I had 10 years of English in school in Mexico 

and my parents sent me ______(4) private classes as well. Even with all the English I studied in 

Mexico, I find it very hard to understand the other kids at school. They talk really fast and use 

______(5) of slang. Most of them don’t bother to talk to me as they already have their own group of 

friends.  

 

It is very difficult to make new friends in your last year of High School. I usually eat lunch alone and 

after school, I watch TV with my Aunt and her family. It gets ______(6) sometimes but I don’t have a 

choice.  

 

Recently, I made a new friend in my Physics class. His name is Jan. His family immigrated to the 

United States from Poland 10 years ago. He often invites me to his house to work on our Physics 

homework. He usually copies the homework from me because he doesn’t want to read the book or 

pay attention in class. He talks about football all the time. It doesn’t matter how many times I tell him 

______(7) I like soccer, not football, he keeps ______(8) about every game he watches on TV.  

 

I would stop ______(9) to his house but his sister Klaudia is the most beautiful girl I have ever seen. 

I keep going to his house hoping that I can talk to her but she barely notices me. She is in college 

and is studying to be a lawyer. She is very smart and doesn’t have a boyfriend. I watch every TV 

show about lawyers so that if she ever does talk to me I ______(10) sound smart. Maybe then she 

would go on a date with me.  

 
FOR MOST HARD A LOT SAY WILL 
IS HARDEST THAT GOING WOULD 
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TEXT 15 – STUDYING IN CANADA 

 

More than 130,000 foreign students go to Canada every year _______(1) study. The Canadian 

authorities recommend _______(2) people should start making their travel preparations several 

months in advance. 

 

Study permits are obligatory _______(3) courses of _______(4) than 6 months long and can be 

obtained from the Canadian embassy in Paris. Students will need to provide documents such 

_______(5) a photocopy of their passport, proof of admission and proof _______(6) financial 

support. Those interested in studying _______(7) a university will need to provide proof of their 

language level. Language courses are available at universities, _______(8) centres, colleges and 

_______(9) camps.  

 
PRIVATE AS MUCH SUMMER TO 
WHAT MOST OF A FOR 
AT THAT LIKE MORE  
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TEXT 16 - AIRPORT 
 

_________(1) half past six on _________(2) Friday evening in January, Lincoln International Airport 

was open, _________(3) it was in difficulties. The airport together with _________(4) entire 

Midwestern United Staes, had been hit by the _________(5) storm _________(6) years. It had 

_________(7) lasted for three days. Now troubles, like spots on a sick, weakened body, here 

beginning to break _________(8) every where. 

 

A truck carrying two hundred dinners was lost in the snow _________(9) on an airport service road, 

and so for the search for it had been successful.  _________(10) a hundred flights were delayed, 

some by many hours.  

 

A ANYWHERE OUT  BUT OUT  
ALREADY AT WORST DOWN SINCE 
AN AT LEAST YET IN SOMEWHERE 
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TEXT 17 - BOLLYWOOD 

 

Bollywood is the _____(1) film industry in the woruld and _____(2) film are watched _____(3) 15 

million people _____(4) cinemas across India every day. The films always _____(5) music, 

spectacular dancing and romance, and usually are lasted _____(6) three hours. The first Bollywood 

film to be produced was _____(7) 1908 and by 1930 over 200 films were _____(8) made every 

year. Bollywood spends far _____(9) on production than Hollywood. So _____(10) enjoy being 

transported to another world, you should go and see a Bollywood film. 

 

ARE INCLUDED BIGGER IN IT LITTLE UNLESS 

BEING BY IN ITS ON   

BIGGEST IF INCLUDE LESS OVER   
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TEXT 18 – ON LOCATION _____(1) KNEBWORTH HOUSE 

 

Knebworth House is famous worldwide for the major open-air rock concets that have been held in 
its ground _____(2) 1979. Knebworth is in the south-east of England, and the Lytton Family have 
lived _____(3) for over 500 years. It is also one of the most popular locations for the world’s film 
makers.  
 
The _____(4) of Knebworth House has been used in many films. An important scene _____(5) the 
2010 Oscar-winning film The King’s Speech was shot in the ballroom. This film was made by the 
British director Tom Hooper. It starred Colin Firth _____(6) the young King George VI of England, 
who had a speech impediment. 
 
Knebworth has made an appearance in the Harry Potter films. In the fourth film of the series, a 
Christmas ball is held in Hogwarts School o f Magic. Before the dancing starts, there is a scene 
where one of Harry’s friends appears in a beautiful long dress. The staircase _____(7) she 
descends _____(8) her friends look on in amazement is, in fact, the one in Knebworth House.  
 
Why not visit Kebwoth _____(9)? The house is _____(10) 45 kilometres from London, and is easy 
to get to by car o by train.  
 
AS FROM INTO SOON YOURSELF 
AT IN ONLY THAT WHILE 
FOR INSIDE SINCE THERE WHO 
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TEXT 19 – TRANSPORT IN MY AREA 

 

Transport is very extended in Getafe _____(1) it isn´t organized. Buses, metro and _____(2) trains 
are the most usual for day-to-day journey. Moreover, bikes and taxis are important too. The aeroport 
and the AVE (high-speed train) for long trips is _____(3) Madrid near Getafe. 
 
In the first place, underground of Madrid is the second underground in the E:U for length. Getafe 
has eight stations in the Metrosur line _____(4) connects with the rest of underground in Puerta del 
Sur station. It isn’t very expensive. Getafe Central station connects with Cercanías Madrid. It is 
_____(5) usual than underground for workers to go to Madrid city and Getafe has got five stations in 
two lines.  
 
In the _____(6) place, Getafe has available buses and coaches line. They are very fast if there isn’t 
traffic. The local government put public bikes in the streets many years ago but they haven’t had 
_____(7) success, even though Getafe has many kms of cycle lanes but they are badly connected. 
There _____(8) several taxi ranks too. 
 
Finally, you can use Cercanías Madrid to go to Atocha station in half _____(8) hour and to catch the 
AVE (second half-speed line for length in the world) for long _____(9) as Seville or Barcelona. You 
can use it to go to Adolfo Suarez Madrid-Barajas International Airport too and you fly to many 
destinations.  
 
COMMUTER MOST BUT WHICH MANY 
MORE JOURNEYS WHO AN TRAVELS 
ARE SECOND AT MUCH IN 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9  

 

TEXT 20 – THE TICKET INSPECTOR 

 

I was living in a student flat in North London, when the police knocked _____(1) my door _____(2) 
night. I thought it was because I hadn’t _____(3) the rent for a few month, _____(4) I didn’t open the 
door. But I wondered _____(5) it was something _____(6) with my mother, who I knew wasn’t very 
_____(7). There _____(8) no phone in the flat and this was before the days of mobile phones, so I 
ran down to the _____(9) phone box and phoned my dad in Leeds, in the north of England. He told 
me that my mum was very ill in hospital and that I _____(10) go home as soon as I could.  
 
GOOD IF NEARER THAN NEAREST 
SO SHOULD TO DO ON PAID 
DOING ONE WELL MUST WAS 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9  
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TEXT 21 – THE POWER OF LIFE WITHOUT VIOLENCE 
 

The doctor Arun Gandhi, Mahatma Ghandi’s grandson and the founder of M.K. Ghandi Institute for 
life without violence, shared the following story ______(1) an example of life in the art of ______(2) 
parents. 
 

“I was 16 years old and I was living with my parents in the Durban city, in Sudafrica, in the middle of 
sugar plantations. We were ______(3) the country and we had no neighbour, so my two sisters and 
I were ______(4) excited to go to the cinema. One day, my father asked me to take him to the city 
______(5) attend a conference that lasted the ______(6) day and I jumped ______(7) the 
opportunity.  
 

As I was going to the city, my mother gave me a list of ______(8) from the supermarket that she 
needed. As I was going to spend all day in the city, my father asked me to take care ______(9) 
some outstanding things like to take the car to the shop. When I said goodbye to my father, he said: 
‘See you here at 5 and we go back home ______(10). 
 

______(11) completing all the orders ______(12) quickly, I went ot the ______(13) cinema and I 
focused so much ______(14) the film that I forgot ______(15) time. It was 5.30 ______(16) I 
remembered it. I ran away to the shop, I got the car and I hurried to where my father was waiting for 
me. It was ______(17) 6 p.m. 
 

He asked me anxiously: ‘Why are you late?’ I felt bad for that and I could not tell him I was watching 
a film, ______(18) I told him that the car was not ready and I had to wait. I said ______(19) knowing 
that my father had already called the shop. When he realized that I had lied, he told me: 
‘______(20) is not right in the way that I have raised you that has not given you the confidence to 
tell me the truth.  
 
THEN ALWAYS WITHOUT AFTERWARDS ABOUT TO 
THIS ALMOST VERY TOGETHER ANYTHING WHEN 
HIS LIKE WHOLE AFTER INSIDE AS 
AT SOMETHING NEAREST THINGS OF ON 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 10 

11 12 13 14 15 

16 17 18 19 20 

 

TEXT 22 – THE LAUGHING CURE 
 

ADULTHOOD HEALTHY LAUGH SPENDING THEY 
ASTHMATICS HIM LAUGHTER THAT WHICH 
HEALTHIER HIS ON THEM WHO 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9  
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ANSWER KEY 

 

TEXT 1 - A FEAST FOR THE SENSES 

 

1  WAY 2  ANY 3  OF 4  EARLIER 5  ON 

6  UP 7  MORE 8  STRICTLY 9  LONGEST 10  FROM 

 

TEXT 2 – REVIEW OF BREAKING BAD 

 

1  BY 2  ON 3  INSTEAD OF 4  IN 5 WHO 

6   ABOUT 7  DO 8  LOADS 9  USED TO 10  EARNS 

11  ALLOW 12  YET 13  MANY 14  ASIDE 15  EVER 

 

TEXT 3 – THERESA MAY 

 

1   ON 2 POLITICIANS 3 RETURNING 4 FOR 5 POLL 

6 AIM 7 AT 8 IN THE LAST 9 HAS HARDENED 10 WILL TAKE 

 

TEXT 4 – WHY AN AMERICAN WENT TO CUBA FOR CANCER CARE 

 

1  SOME 2  FOR 3  WHILE 4  TRAVELLING 5  ALLOWED 

6  WAS 7  DONE 8  BEEN 9  MORE 10  AFTER 

 

TEXT 5 – NEW YEAR RESOLUTIONS 

 

1  AVOID 2  THAN 3  MUST 4  SUDDENLY 5  HOWEVER 

6  GETTING 7  UP 8  MAY 9  ON 10  AS 

11  AT 12  SAVING 13  SET 14  IF 15  TO 

 

 

TEXT 6 – LARRY LOOP 

 

1  ROUND 2  FIND 3  HIM 4  WHO 5  PRIZE 

6  ON 7  IN 8  WAS 9  FEW 10  AT 
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TEXT 7 – WORKING FROM HOME 

 

1  FROM 2  COULD 3  FULL 4 A FEW 5  BY 

6  OFF 7  SUCCESSFUL 8  HAD 9 INSTEAD 10 MANY 

 

TEXT 8  - STRANGE THINGS HAPPEN WHEN YOU TRAVEL… 

 

1  AMAZINGLY 2  BY 3  OUT 4  SOME 5  ARE 

6  WHO 7  UP 8  STILL 9  MANY 10  BEING 

 

TEXT   9 – THE FLIGHT 

1   IN 2  SAYING 3  ON 4  TO 5  WHERE 

6   SAYS 7  QUIETLY 8  WHAT 9   COMING 10   BEING 

 

TEXT   10  DETECTIVE STORY 

1  A 2  IN 3  BEEN 4  AGO 5  MORE 

6  CAN 7  GOING 8  FEW 9  JUST 10  WAS 

 

TEXT   11 – NAZI MEMORIAL 

  

1  HAS 2  ON 3  WHICH 4  AGO 5  OF 

6  BEEN 7  IN 8  WHO 9  WELL 10  IN 

 

TEXT   12 - `PHOTOGRAPHERS 

  

1  FROM  2  UNTIL 3  SUCH AS 4  MOST 5  HAVING 

6  WAS 7  FOR 8  RECENTLY 9  UNDERGRADUATE 10  AN 

 

TEXT   13 - LAWYERS 

  

1  SUCH AS 2  LIKE 3  SHOULD 4  OUGHT 5  WIN 

6  TAKE 7  ABOCE 8  INTO 9  GET 10  FROM 

 

TEXT   14 – MOVING TO A NEW COUNTRY 
  

1  ARE 2  IN 3  HARDEST 4  FOR 5  A LOT 

6  BORING 7  THAT 8  TELLING 9  GOING 10  WILL 
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TEXT   15 – STUDYING IN CANADA 

  

1  TO 2  THAT 3  FOR 4  MORE 5  AS 

6  OF 7  AT 8  PRIVATE 9  SUMMER  

 

TEXT   16 - AIRPORT 

1  AT 2  A 3  BUT/YET 4  AN 5  WORST 

6  OF 7  AT LEAST 8  OUT 9  SOMEWHERE 10  ANYWHERE 

 

TEXT   17 - BOLLYWOOD 

1  BIGGEST 2  ITS 3  BY 4  IN 5  INCLUDE 

6  OVER 7  IN 8  BEING 9  LESS 10  IF 

 

TEXT   18 – ON LOCATION AT KNEBWORTH HOUSE 

 

1  AT 2  SINCE 3  THERE 4  INSIDE 5  FROM 

6  AS 7  THAT 8  WHILE 9  YOURSELF 10  ONLY 

 

TEXT   19  - TRANSPORT IN MY AREA 

1  BUT 2  COMMUTER 3   IN 4  WHICH 5  MORE 

6   SECOND 7   MUCH 8   ARE 9  AN 10  JOURNEYS 

 

 

TEXT   20 – THE TICKET INSPECTOR 

 

1  ON 2  ONE 3  PAID 4  SO 5  IF 

6  TO DO 7  WELL 8  WAS 9  NEAREST 10  SHOULD 

 

TEXT 21 – THE POWER OF LIFE WITHOUT VIOLENCE 

 

1  AS 2  HIS 3  INSIDE 4  ALWAYS 5  TO 

6  WHOLE 7  AT 8  THINGS 9  OF 10  TOGUETHER 

11  AFTER 12  VERY 13 NEAREST 14  ON 15  ABOUT 

16  WHEN 17  ALMOST 18  THEN 19  THIS 20  SOMETHING 
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TEXT   22 – THE LAUGHING CURE 

  

For gap 1 and 2  SPENDING 3  WHICH 4   HEALTHIER 5  ADULTHOOD 

6   LAUGHTER 7  HIS 8  LAUGH 9  ASTHMATIC  

 


